
EQ:  How did the American colonies 
defeat the British forces in the 

Revolution?



The Call for Revolution has been 
answered…

• French & Indian War:  was the beginning of tensions due to 
the taxes passed to pay for the war and the colonies being put 
under martial law to enforce them

• Sons of Liberty: anti-British groups emerged and used 
propaganda techniques such as newspaper stories, speeches, 
political cartoons, and pamphlets like Common Sense to reach 
colonists and fan the flames of rebellion

• Lexington and Concord:  the military engagement began here. 
The colonists’ victory encouraged more to fight!

• Declaration of Independence:  with all 13 colonies united, 
they have broken their political ties to Britain and are on their 
way to become an independent nation. 



British

Advantages

Powerful military: 

-large, skilled navy

- Well-equipped and trained 
soldiers

Money:  

- Easy for Britain to fund the war

- Pay soldiers

- Hire German mercenaries

Disadvantages

Geography:

- The fight was across 
the Atlantic

Purpose:

- Their purpose was to 
simply win; they stood to 

gain nothing



America

Advantages

Cause:

- Fighting for independence

- Had everything to lose!

Homeland:

- Fighting on their own land

- They know the lay of the land

Allies:

- The French aided the Americans

Disadvantages

Military:

- Inexperienced leaders 
and soldiers

- Little supplies



America The Story of Us: Revolution
• Overview of the American Revolution

• As we watch…

• Review the questions you are expected to 
answer.

• There are many that say DESCRIBE

– Watch and listen, THEN answer when we pause



EQ:  What were the key people and 
battles of the American Revolution? 

• Group Presentation:
– Create a poster that answers your group’s 

questions.

– 1. Research: Use books and technology to find 
information about your topic

– 2. Record:  Complete the worksheet for your 
group and check with Mrs. Kreitman that your 
information is correct

– 3. Poster:  Create a presentation of your topic 
information.  Should be easy to read and have 
pictures



Gallery Walk

• You will gather information about the 
American Revolution from your classmate’s 
posters.  

• One expert stays to teach groups about their 
topic

• You have 5 minutes at each exhibit

• Complete the notes


